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proJeCT desCripTion

brief ouTline

Shirley Bones is a graphic novel that transplants the story of  Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s 
Sherlock Holmes to present day Toronto, Ontario through the adventures of  two nine year 
old girls: the stoic self-styled detective Shirley Bones, and her new neighbour Jalaa Waheed 
- the basketball obsessed tomboy daughter of  conservative Pakistani parents. Shirley and 
Jalaa join forces to escape the stifling glares of  their parents and to spend the rest of  their 
summers in pursuit of  their own interests: In Jalaa’s case, a basketball court larger than her 
driveway, in Shirley’s case, an unmonitored venue to solve crimes. Away from their parent’s 
eyes, the city rolls out before the two girls - vast, diverse and full of  mysteries waiting to be 
solved. Jalaa finds in Shirley, adventure, agency and a world away from the increasing pres-
sure to align herself  with her parent’s ideas of  how a young girl should behave.  In Jalaa, 
Shirley finds a conspirator, a voice of  reason and an unexpected friend. 

Shirley Bones brings Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s stories to a new generation of  readers, 
while addressing the limitations of  the source work. Racism, classism and sexism in Doyle’s 
work are overwritten by retelling the story through female, multicultural and queer eyes.

This 200 page graphic novel is part mystery, part coming of  age story as Jalaa (like Doyle’s 
Dr. John Watson before her) narrates her experiences in finding balance between her fam-
ily, faith, and sense of  self, while finally experiencing the adventure she’s been craving 
through her growing friendship with the enigmatic Shirley Bones. 

At a crowded neighbourhood garage sale, Jalaa Waheed met Shirley Bones. The girls dis-
cover they are both nine years old, will be going to the same school in fall, and are dread-
ing their parent’s plans for their summers. Jalaa realizes quickly that Shirley is different 
from other kids - for one, she is almost too smart. Eerily so. For two, she doesn’t seem to 
care what anyone thinks - why else would she wear a trench coat in the summer time? 
Shirley realizes that friendship with Jalaa might solve both of  their problems: their parents 
might give them some freedom if  they spend their summer together. 

The plan is a success: miraculously, both mothers agree, which for Jalaa, solidifies Shir-
ley’s status as a miracle worker and probable genius. Everyday Bones and Waheed head to 
the basketball courts where Jalaa can practice to her heart’s content while Shirley… seems 
to be meeting with a stream of  different kids. This continues until one visitor, eight year 
old John, shows up crying, insisting that Shirley go with him to the pool. As their mothers 
insisted they stay together, Bones needs Waheed to come along. Jalaa is torn - her parent’s 
said the basketball courts, not the pool - but decides to go, and the three run off.  
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But can Jalaa enjoy this new freedom without betraying her family? She thinks about the 
stories of  Pakistan her mother tells her before bed. They sound sumptuous and thrilling 
to her, even when her mother talks about the danger that they fled. How can she reconcile 
her traditions and beliefs with her desire for freedom and adventure? Can she be different 
and still belong? 

At the pool, Shirley takes charge, interviewing the teenage lifeguards, child witnesses and 
even getting shushed by some grumpy, sunbathing woman. A lizard has been stolen, and 
Shirley is confident she can find it. But it might take a few days. 

Their first stop is to Shirley’s teenaged sister Myla, who is even more brilliant than Shir-
ley, but is far too invested in her social clubs, lessons, and college applications to care at 
all about mysteries. The Bones’ don’t seem to mind that Shirley is so different from Myla. 
Shirley assures Jalaa that they used to mind, but they came to accept the ways she is differ-
ent.  

Jalaa’s mother learns of  their disobedience and forbids her friendship with Shirley. Jalaa 
doesn’t object but longs to be solving mysteries. Her wish is granted when Shirley requests 
a private talk with Sahar. After the talk (what could she have said?), Sahar agrees to let 
Shirley and Jalaa continue playing, on the condition that they communicate more.  

Jalaa is overjoyed at first but her spirits dampen as Shirley’s moodiness emerges. Shirley 
leads Jalaa around to different investigations without explanation. At first Jalaa submits but 
by the second day, she gets angry. She misses her basketball practice and confronts Shirley 
about her selfishness. Jalaa storms off, ending their partnership. 

Without Shirley, Jalaa is stuck in her room. Sahar is furious and again threatening her with 
day camp, but this time, Jalaa confronts her mother about all of  the ways she knows she 
falls short. She wishes she’d been a boy so she could play sports and go out on her own and 
her mother would still love her. She sobs. Her mother leaves. 

Jalaa cries all day, through dinner and into the night. 

After dark, her mother brings her some food and reassures her that she loves her unique, 
adventurous daughter and though it is hard, she vows to let her grow and change. She 
reveals what Shirley confided: that Shirley also needs Jalaa’s independant spirit in her life. 
Jalaa reassures her mother that her family, faith and traditions still matter to her. 

Shirley comes by, ready to deal. They agree to a flexible, half  basketball, half  mystery solv-
ing schedule. Jalaa admits she enjoys the case work when she is in on the details.  The pair 
wrap up the case of  the missing lizard (the older shushing woman did it!). 
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CaTharine and myla bones

The siblings: farooQ, 
naVeed, and Jalaa

CharaCTer deVelopmenT skeTChes
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Jalaa waheed
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shirley’s disguises
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John, and The gang of kids
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THE ADVENTURES OF SHIRLEY BONES: Scene:  At The Courts
Script for the scene where Shirley and Jalaa meet for their first day of “freedom.”
Last Revised Nov. 29, 2015

CHARACTER NOTES

Jalaa’s bedroom is neat-ish.  There is tension between her parent’s expectations for an orderly little girl’s room and the 
expressions of her own interests. There are posters of Kareem Abdul-Jabar above her bed, as well as other basketball 
memorabilia including quite a lot of Toronto Raptors gear. It’s bold, photographic and aggressive.  Her bedding, the 
wall colour, and flooring are incongruously pastel and floral. 

Jalaa and Shirley are wearing essentially the same thing whenever we see them, with slight variations. Shirley always 
wears her trench coat. Under that, very English private school-style clothing. Shirts with starched collars, pinafore 
dresses in drab colours that fall to the knee, clean knee socks. Saddle shoes.  Unless she is wearing a disguise for the 
purposes of solving a case, Shirley dresses for practicality. She doesn’t fight her parents when they dress her much as 
they were dressed in their childhoods. As a result, she looks like she is from another time. Her contributions are the 
garage sale trench coat and her oversized men’s glasses (which are decorative, not functional. Shirley believes they 
convey an air of authority).  Shirley makes use of a large professorial leather satchel when she needs to transport her 
books and experiments to the courts. 

Jalaa is always wearing Farooq’s huge basketball jersey which is dress-length on her, with knee-length basketball 
shorts, often knee high socks and basketball shoes. The jersey is over a large t-shirt with either elbow-length sleeves, or 
full-length sleeves. She sometimes wears fore-arm covers made of cut up sport socks. Her hair is always the same - kept 
out of her face with a clip, and tied back into a ponytail. She is usually carrying her basketball which is covered in the 
felt pen drawings, signatures and team numbers of her two older brothers (the ball’s previous owners).

PAGE EIGHT - SIX PANELS 

PANEL ONE
JALAA’s bedroom. Jalaa is sitting on her bed, already dressed, staring into the middle distance, looking tense or numb. SAHAR 
is Jalaa’s mother, who is not seen.

1. SAHAR (from outside of the room):
 JALAA! Wake up! 

PANEL TWO
Close up on Jalaa’s sock feet, which have hit the floor and are already in motion. Her hand is reaching down from the top of the 
frame to grab her basketball shoes in the foreground. 

2. JALAA: COMING.

PANEL THREE
SHIRLEY and Jalaa are on the street walking, with Shirley in the lead. Shirley is carrying a leather satchel that looks full and 
heavy. Jalaa has her basketball.

3. JALAA:   You sure walk fast.

4. SHIRLEY: Mm-hmm.

PANEL THREE
Panel is divided into three stacked mini panels, each with an extreme close up of Shirley’s face. Underneath is a caption that is 
outside of the image frame, next to a small drawing of a stop watch.  In panel 5.1:  Shirley’s expression is annoyed. 5.2:  Shirley 
is thinking.  5.3: Shirley is calm… even strategic.

5. CAPTION:  .03 Seconds
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PANEL FOUR
Without making eye contact, Shirley and Jalaa continue to walk together. Jalaa is still a bit behind. 

6. SHIRLEY:  I can slow down if it hinders you.

PANEL FIVE
Jalaa has caught up and overshot Shirley. Shirley smiles.

7. JALAA:  No, I like it. 

PANEL SIX
Wide shot of the basketball court, as Shirley and Jalaa approach it. There are two full courts side by side with benches on the 
sidelines. A chain link fence surrounds the courts and behind that, the side of an elementary school looms, with a well treed park. 
Beyond that a row of houses is in the far distance. Shirley and Jalaa are small in the corner of the frame, facing the scene, taking 
it all in. 

8. JALAA:  Yesssss.

PAGE NINE – SEVEN PANELS

PANEL ONE
Mid-shot of their reactions. Jalaa’s face has lit up. Shirley is more composed but clearly pleased. 

1. SHIRLEY: Yes...

PANEL TWO
Wide shot of Jalaa on the court shooting baskets, with Shirley on a bench, surrounded by books and paper, engrossed.

2. CAP - SHIRLEY: … this is an improvement.

PANEL THREE
Text is right on the background here. It precedes the images in the following panels (panels four - seven).

3. CAP- JALAA: It went on like this for over a week.

PANEL FOUR
Sahar greets Shirley at the stoop. Jalaa is peeking out behind her mother, smiling.

4. CAP - JALAA: Shirley would pick me up at 8 am.

5. SAHAR:  So prompt!

6. SHIRLEY:   Thank you Mrs. Waheed.

PANEL FIVE
A wide shot of Shirley and Jalaa, walking together along the street, seen from behind. Other pedestrians, cyclists and cars are in 
the shot. The two girls are part of the scene - together they don’t stand out.

7. CAP - JALAA: We’d walk to the basketball courts.

PANEL SIX
Jalaa is in the foreground, intense and sweaty. She’s engrossed in her own game. Shirley is in the background, laying face down 
on the bench, reading a book she has placed on the ground. 

8. CAP - JALAA: I’d shoot hoops for hours. She’d do… whatever. I didn’t notice.

9. CAP - JALAA:   My 3-pointers had never been better.
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PANEL SEVEN
The two girls are walking home. They aren’t talking, but clearly seem content and self-satisfied, each lost in their own happy 
thoughts.  Jalaa has her basketball under one arm. Shirley has her leather satchel. 

10. CAP - JALAA: We didn’t talk much at first, but I could tell Shirley was just as happy with our arrangement.

PAGE TEN - EIGHT PANELS
This page is a picture montage intended to cover the first week or so of their activities.

PANEL ONE
Shirley is struggling to carry a clay pigeon in a manner that suggests she does not want help. Jalaa looks on, confused and wary.

1. CAP - JALAA: Sometimes she’d bring odd things with her. 

2. JALAA:  What’s that?

3. SHIRLEY:  A clay pigeon.

PANEL TWO
Another day. Shirley is pulling a wagon with a large sack in it. Again, her expression suggests this is all business. Jalaa looks on, 
curious but not nosey. 

4. SHIRLEY:  A bag of quick-dry cement.

PANEL THREE
Another day. Shirley and Jalaa are leaning into a bag full of barbies with haircuts.

5. SHIRLEY:  Twenty-four second hand barbies.

PANEL FOUR
A close up of Shirley’s face looming over her open satchel, which she is holding up high for Jalaa to peer into. There’s a sense of 
pride in her face hinting that she’s beginning to enjoy the audience.

6. CAP - JALAA:  She never offered explanations. Or excuses. 

7. SHIRLEY:  The contents of my mother’s make-up drawer.

8. CAP - JALAA:  I never pried.

PANEL FIVE
Jalaa is happy and running hard in the foreground, in action. In the mid-ground Shirley and kid who looks about 12 years old 
are talking. Shirley’s sitting and the older kid seems to be showing some deference to her. 

9. CAP - JALAA:  At first, I didn’t pay much attention…  But then I started to notice the kids. 

PANEL SIX
Another day. Jalaa is still playing, but noticing out of the corner of her eye. She sees two younger kids carrying a box. Jalaa is 
peering inside. Depth of plane is evening out, but Jalaa is still in the foreground.

10. CAP - JALAA:  A lot of kids seemed to be meeting Shirley at the courts.

PANEL SEVEN
Shirley and a girl about the same age are in the foreground.  The girl is holding a ripped envelope, looking worried. Shirley is 
holding a letter up very close to her face and licking it.  In the background Jalaa has stopped playing and is flat out staring. 

11. CAP - JALAA:  Sometimes they’d bring her things. 
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PANEL EIGHT
Shirley is handing a small notebook to to a boy wearing a newspaper bag who is clearly mid-paper route.

12. CAP - JALAA:  Sometimes she’d bring things for them.

PAGE ELEVEN- TEN PANELS

PANEL ONE
This caption sits over a cluster made up of panels 1 - 4.  A basketball is sunk into the basket. 

1. CAP - JALAA: Then, this one day, things changed.

2. SFX:  SWISH

PANEL TWO
Close up of Jalaa doing a happy dance, snapping her fingers over her head. 

3. SFX: snap snap snap

PANEL THREE
Jalaa’s hands are still mid-air, but she freezes as a boy (JOHN) runs by her, in tears

4. SFX: Ah-hoo hoo hoo  SNIFF SNIFF

PANEL FOUR
Over Jalaa’s shoulder, we see the boy running straight for Shirley, who is hunkered down on her bench surrounded by books, 
holding a newspaper. She has looked up to see the boy (John) running towards her. The chain link fence surrounding the court is 
behind her, with the park in the background. 

PANEL FIVE
Jalaa and the boy (John) are talking in silhouette, facing each other, framing the panel. Between their faces, we see Jalaa in the 
background, still frozen in a fading version of her happy dance. She’s watching with concern. 

PANEL SIX (stacked on top of panel SEVEN)
Extreme close up of the boy (John’s) teary face, talking.

PANEL SEVEN (beneath panel SIX)
Extreme close up of Shirley’s face. She looks very interested, and her mouth is open, talking.

PANEL EIGHT 
is divided diagonally in half. On the left half,  we see the boy and Shirley on the bench from Jalaa’s point of view. The boy now 
has his head in his hands, crying. Shirley has turned sharply to look in Jalaa’s direction.  On the right half of the panel, Jalaa is 
surprised by this look. 

PANEL NINE
Shirley is walking swiftly towards Jalaa. Jalaa instinctively leans away.

5. SHIRLEY: Waheed!

6. JALAA:  Uh, yeah? 

PANEL TEN
Jalaa is leaning around Shirley’s shoulder to look at the boy. Shirley is looking over her own shoulder at him as well. 

1.  JALAA: Hey - is that kid okay?

2. SHIRLEY:  He will be. If I can go help him right now. You coming?
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PAGE TWELVE - TEN PANELS

PANEL ONE
Wider shot. Shirley has already turned and is walking away. Jalaa is stunned. 

1. JALAA: What? You’re going?!

2. SHIRLEY:  Yes. Get your ball.

PANEL TWO
Close up. Jalaa is alarmed, and grabs Shirley to stop her. Shirley is already half out of frame.

3. JALAA:  Wait!  We can’t leave! The deal was that we stay together! At the basketball courts.

PANEL THREE
Full shot of Shirley standing, fairly casually, with the boy (John) in the background rubbing his eyes. 

4. SHIRLEY: That’s true. But this case needs urgent attention. I’m going. If you stay, you’re still breaking the rules, 
since we won’t be together.

PANEL FOUR
No outline on this panel, just their heads floating with the text bubble next to each head.  Jalaa’s head is to the left, Shirley’s to 
the right.

5. JALAA: That’s not fair!

6. SHIRLEY:  No, it’s not. But I need to go. It’s better if you come too. 

PANEL FIVE
Full shot of Jalaa (a reveral of panel THREE). Jalaa is squirming with discomfort. 

7. JALAA: Erm…

PANEL SIX
Shirley has turned again, and is walking away. We only see her back as she delivers her parting shot.

8. SHIRLEY:  Besides, you’ll finally get to see what I’ve been up to. 

PANEL SEVEN (stacked above Panels EIGHT, NINE and TEN)
Jalaa’s floating head is embarrassed. 

9. JALAA: I don’t - I haven’t - 

PANEL EIGHT
A very landscape panel, that show Shirley is well away by now, and possibly out of earshot. 

PANEL NINE (next to panel TEN, under SEVEN and EIGHT)
A square extreme close up on Jalaa’s face.  Here eyes are closed, taking it all in. Making a decision.

PANEL TEN 
Another square extreme close up on Jalaa’s face.  Her eyes are open and bright, and she is intrigued, inquisitive, and suddenly a 
little eager.

10.  JALAA: Wait - Did you say “case?”
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